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With interactive content for mobile
iPad – iPhone – iPod – Android

NEW SERIES

The
Cycle

of

Life
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COMING SOON

With interactive content for mobile
iPad – iPhone – iPod – Android

With interactive content for mobile
iPad – iPhone – iPod – Android

With interactive content for mobile
iPad – iPhone – iPod – Android

•  “hidden camera” shots 
•  easy-to-read descriptions 
•  fact sheets 
•  illustrated explanations 
•  glossary 
•  general index

Would you like to discover the Amazon rainforest, wander among 
the evergreen trees of the Great Dividing Range and roam the 
American prairies? You would! That’s great – here’s your big 
chance! The Cycle of Life takes you from the equator to the poles, 
from the ocean depths to the snowy peaks.  

With this series you can explore and discover the wonderful habi-
tats of the Earth. 

“Hidden camera” shots

Pictures that come to life

• 4 titles
• Hardcover
• 64 pages
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages 10+
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CMYK • 3D HUMAN BODY   cover_en

HUMAN BODY

When we are babies and our mind starts to gradually open, we slowly 
discover the world around us with the help of our sensory organs. Lots of 

colours, forms, sounds and scents, as well as caressing touching, can 
step-by-step combine and become sensations already connected to 

certain persons or objects. First, it is generally our mother’s face that is 
recorded in our brain; she is recognized by her scent and embrace 
affording warmth and security. Later on we learn to form sounds, 
words and sentences, to toddle, then to walk. In the course of our 

development, we become more and more independent, our knowledge 
broadens, and we seem to take over the direction of our body. However, 

our organisation is a very complicated union of systems and organs, 
which is in turn regulated by our nervous and endocrine systems; our 

role is to  support the functioning of this infinitely complex body. This 
is possible if, for example, we try to live a healthy life, to eat a 

balanced diet and take regular physical exercise. It also helps if we 
understand the structure and functions of our body; how it responds 

to the effects of the outside world, how it can fight against illnesses 
or how it can prepare for the “emergencies”. This volume will come 

to your aid with its spectacular 3D illustrations, and with them, you 
can take an imaginary journey into the mysterious inner world of 

the human being, the most wonderful creature in the world.
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HUMAN BODY

NEW TITLES

• sold in 12 countries
• amazing 3D illustrations
• interesting facts

The book contains fascinating and comprehensive information 
on the composition of the human body and its general opera-
tion in everyday situations. A chart is included in the book which 
describes the vitamins essential for our body, their functions in 
the human system, the malfunctions caused by the lack of them, 
and the foods containing these vitamins.

• Hardcover
• 11 titles
• 64 pages
• 240 mm x 264 mm
• Ages 10+
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ISBN 978 615 5370 11 3 
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CMYK • 3D DINOS2. cover_en

DINOS 2.

The latest volume of our 3D series presents more than 50 dinosaur 

species, including the Tyrannosaurus, the Giraffatitan, as well as one 

of the more recent archeological findings called the Nasuceratops. 

Readers can learn from the concise and informative descriptions about 

interesting facts of the species' characteristic features as well as of the 

excavation and examination of their fossils. The volume provides detailed 

and up-to-date information on the conception, history, anatomy, and evolution 

of each species. Moreover, many 3D illustrations are also included on the 

pages, and viewing these illustrations with the provided 3D glasses 

brings them to life, letting the long extinct, and yet amazing, 

creatures and the prehistoric world they populated come 

within an arm's reach of the readers.
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The latest volume of our 3D series presents more than 50 dinosaur species, 
including the Tyrannosaurus, the Giraffatitan, as well as one of the more 
recent archeological findings called the Nasuceratops. Readers can learn 
from the concise and informative descriptions about interesting facts of 
the species’ characteristic features as well as of the excavation and exami-
nation of their fossils. 

OTHER TITLES
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NEW

• 16-page 3D annex
• explanatory descriptions of car parts
• short videos of the parts

This extraordinary volume introduces the reader with the function-
ing and operation of cars. The thoroughly detailed descriptions are 
presented in such a way that both the layperson and the profes-
sional will find it useful and interesting.

• Hardcover
• 64 pages
• 240 mm x 325 mm
• Ages 12+

THE CAR – Cover – CMYK

10 001ISBN 978 615 5370 23 6

Nearly a hundred and thirty years have passed since German inventor Karl Benz 
debuted his first car, the Benz Patent-Motorwagen, in 1886. The public of the 
day received the invention with mild enthusiasm. However, those who denied 

the significance of this revolutionary invention have been proven wrong by 
the existence of the many millions of cars that have been traversing the roads 

ever since. At the beginning of the 20th century, the car was considered an 
unreachable luxury for most people; today, it has become an integral part of daily 
life. Perhaps this is why it is worth examining it closer; how it is designed and the 

natural laws that govern its operation. The book guides the reader through the 
sometimes-complicated mechanical solutions with the aid of detailed, but easy-
to-understand illustrations, taking one essential car component at a time. All this 

is made even more lifelike by spectacular, three-dimensional pictures.

“If the love for cars and driving is a burning passion in someone, 
this educational volume is the equivalent of a sacred text.”

Viktor Bárdi
Automotive engineer
Owner of Bárdi Autó Zrt.

ILLUSTRATED ATLAS

ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
IL
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CRANK IT UP!
Amazing 3D animations 

behind the QR codes!
iPad • iPhone • iPod • Android

THE

CAR
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• 22 independent, concise, 
   humorous comic in each volumes
• Ideas for games
• Maps containing the typical species  
   of a given continent
• Well-designed, stimulating 
   illustrations

“Nature is a true miracle.” We have to agree with the obser-
vation made by Tapiton, the famous adventurer who has 
travelled the world over with his true friend and assistant, 
Pepi. We can now learn of their experiences in Africa. In the 
course of their adventures, we will discover many interesting 
facts about the special fauna of the continent, and whatever 
else springs to mind on the topic. The stories that always 
have a humorous side to them and the quality illustrations 
readily confirm Tapiton’s statement. 
In addition to being enter-
taining and informative, the 
primary objective of this 
book is to raise awareness 
to the importance of protecting nature. 
It does not take a scientific approach, but  
hopefully, it helps to arouse the curiosity 
of the reader about this  the topic. 
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Pep, do you think 
animals have a sense 

of humour, too?

Well, naturally.

CMYK • Pepi és Tapiton Afrikában

The volume features well-reading texts, rousing facts, and 
a pinch of playfulness to present the distinctive features of 
the fauna of a particular continent. The chapters are filled 
with concise and humorous stories presented in funny com-
ics. The young readers’ interest toward nature will surely be 
aroused by the realistic high-quality illustrations that help 
children imagine the features of a given species.

• Hardcover
• 6 titles
• 64 pages
• 240 x 264 mm
• Ages 8+

NEW SERIES

COMING SOON

• Pep and Tapython in Europe
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NEW SERIEScmyk – szandi – fedél EN

Objective: 
Find the sheik’s horse

Target: 
A white Arabian thoroughbred

Distinguishing mark: 
Everyone is looking for him

Location: Unknown
Enemies: 

There’s no shortage of them
Allies: 

There will be a few here and there

Sandy, Lily, Gabby, and Penny are four girls who 
couldn’t be more different from each other, yet their 

friendship lasts for a lifetime. They can beat everything 
together, even though they are not superheroes at all. 
The power they share comes from the unity they form. 
In the first foreign trip they take together they explore the 
atmospheric, magical, and mysterious Paris.  The four 
friends could have the best time of their life, had their 
vixenish old teacher, Matilda, not turn the wonderful trip 
into a boring sightseeing tour. Just when the four girls 
get tired of Paris, an unexpected twist occurs that, with 
some perky frolicking, makes the boring trip an exciting 
adventure.

The exciting and amusing story is about four chicks 
who do not want anything extraordinary besides 
saving the world. Join them on their adventure!

The Awesome Foursome’s First Adventure
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Szandi_fedel_EN.indd   1 2/28/14   10:06 AM

The 
Awesome Foursome

The characters of Girls Only – Sandy, Lily, Penny, 
and Gabby – join up once again in a fascinat-
ing adventure book. This youth novel unites 
entertaining and informative descriptions and 
vivid illustrations into an intriguing story set in 
Paris. Sandy and the Parisian Diamond is the 
first member of a series that features similarly 
adventurous stories and spectacular graphical 
illustrations.

• 3 titles
• Paperback 
• 128 pages
• 147 mm x 200 mm
• Ages 8+

COMING SOON

• The Return of the Awesome Foursome:  
   Sandy and the Emperor’s Purple Toga 
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Are you about to rearrange your room, but have 
no clue as to how to get about it? Do you want 
to paint your room’s walls, but do not know what 
accessories would fit the new color? Do you need 
a few ideas that would make your room a proper 
kind of a “girlie nest”? Fannie, the friend of the 
young girls you have met in Girls Only, will help 
you answer these questions. 

• 112 pages
• 2 titles
• Paperback 
• 147 mm x 200 mm
• Ages 8+

ALSO IN THE SERIES:

NEW

The book gives advices on interior design, 
trends, styles and accessories
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NEW SERIES

•  cartoon-style illustrations
•  humorous language
•  experiments, plotting-board-like,   
    illustrative explanatory drawings 
•  AR application

Bonnie and Chip are siblings, and very curious children, who want to 
know everything about the world. They are courageous, and they love 
traveling and partaking new adventures. On their first journey they 
travel around the world, visiting a whole lot of fascinating places.

with 3D INTERACTIVE CONTENT 
iPad – iPhone – iPod – Android 

Adventures of Chip and Bonnie

Spectacular 
animations!

Your book comes alive!

IMAV – SZÓRAKOZTATÓ VILÁG – FEDÉL CMYK
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ISBN 978 615 5370 20 510 423

You like nature, don’t you? And having adventures? Then come on an exciting 
journey with us! If you join us, you’ll discover really beautiful places and 

expand your knowledge. You will learn about the secrets hidden in the darkness 
of caves and come face to face with the destructive power of tornados and ocean 
waves. You can read about dormant and active volcanoes, and gain an insight into 
the wonders of space. You can visit the frozen realm of the North Pole and see the 
day-to-day lives of Eskimo children as well as admire a magnificent waterfall and 
follow a river along its course to the sea. These exciting scenes are brought to life 
by the animations accessible via your mobile device, giving you a first hand 
experience of the places and events we show you. Have a wonderful trip! 

Chip and Bonnie
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Natural 
Phenomena

In case you cannot access the enthralling animations on a 
smartphone or tablet PC, just look up www.aktivart.hu 
on the web and take part in the enchanting experience 
of our interactive content.
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COMING SOON

In the subsequent volume (Having Fun) of the series, Bonnie and Chip 
take a rest on the beach, view auto racing, get on a huge roller coaster, 
and take a glance at the backstage of a theater. 

• 3 titles
• 64 pages
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages 6+

with 3D INTERACTIVE CONTENT 
iPad – iPhone – iPod – Android 

From the Adventure Park to the Zoo

Your book comes alive!

IMAV – SZÓRAKOZTATÓ VILÁG – FEDÉL CMYK
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having fun

Spectacular 
animations!

ISBN 978 615 5370 20 510 462

When you have some spare time, you can rest your body and mind at a variety 
of places. We are sure you have seen many circuses, zoos, and amusement 

parks. But have you ever stopped to think about the way clowns in a travelling 
circus live, the methods vets use to examine tigers, or the mysterious creatures 
you find in the haunted house of a theme park? In our recent journey we guide 
you through some of these fascinating places, as well as such sites as a racing 
circuit and an adventure park. A play in the theatre is also included for those 
young readers who are fond of music, singing, and spectacular performances. 
These exciting scenes are brought to life by the animations accessible via your 
mobile device, giving you a first hand experience of the places and events we show 
you. So join us on our adventurous and entertaining journey to get to know the 
places where you can hang out in your spare hours.

Chip and Bonnie
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In case you cannot access the enthralling animations on a 
smartphone or tablet PC, just look up www.aktivart.hu 
on the web and take part in the enchanting experience 
of our interactive content.
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NEW SERIES

• 5 titles
• 64 pages
• Hardcover
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages: 6+

Reading the volumes of Wildlife Snapshots, you can 
take imaginary journeys to the 7 continents of our 
planet. The adventures of animals in forests, wa-
ters, and plains come alive through the spectacular 
paintings and humorous images which complement 
the engaging and concise stories. The most impor-
tant data concerning each species can be found in 
separate, highlighted blocks. Moreover, you can also 
catch a glimpse of the essential characteristics of 
the animals’ behaviors. Come and take this virtual 
trip to Asia and Australia to get the answer to the 
following questions: Why do Asian black bears climb 
trees? Where do orangutans sleep? Why do north-
ern fur seals have so much fat under their skin?

10711ISBN 978 615 5168 87 1
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COMING SOON

A Pillanatképek a vadonból című sorozat segítségével 
képzeletbeli utazást tehetsz a világ hét kontinensére. 
Kötetünk színpompás festményein és mókás képein 
megelevenednek az erdőkben, a vizekben és a nyílt 
vidékeken több millió évvel ezelőtt élt dinoszauruszok 
mindennapi kalandjai, amelyeket lebilincselően érde-
kes, rövid történetek mesélnek el. A hajdan volt 
állatok hétköznapjainak eseményeit legfontosabb 
adataikat bemutató névjegyük egészíti ki. Emellett 
feltárulnak előtted különleges szokásaik mozgatórugói. 
Az ősvilágban járva többek között választ kaphatsz 
arra: Miért tartott a T. rex az Ankylosaurustól? Miért 
vadásztak falkában az Albertosaurusok?  Miért borí-
tották a Scipionyx testét tollak?

10713ISBN 978 615 5168 87 1
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A Pillanatképek a vadonból című sorozat segítségével 
képzeletbeli utazást tehetsz a világ hét kontinensére. 
A színpompás festményeken és mókás képeken 
megelevenednek az erdőkben, a vizekben és a nyílt 
vidékeken élő vadállatok mindennapi kalandjai, amely-
eket lebilincselően érdekes, rövid történetek mesélnek 
el. Az állatok hétköznapjainak eseményeit legfontos-
abb adataikat bemutató névjegyük egészíti ki. Emellett 
feltárulnak előtted különleges szokásaik mozgatórugói. 
Afrikában és az Antarktiszon járva többek között 
választ kaphatsz arra: Miért nem égnek le a napon a 
vízilovak? Miért szereti a mézkalauz a méhészborzot?  
Miért beszélnek tájszólásban a delfinek?

10712ISBN 978 615 5168 87 1
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A Pillanatképek a vadonból című sorozat segítségével 
képzeletbeli utazást tehetsz a világ hét kontinensére. 
A színpompás festményeken és mókás képeken 
megelevenednek az erdőkben, a vizekben és a nyílt 
vidékeken élő vadállatok mindennapi kalandjai, amely-
eket lebilincselően érdekes, rövid történetek mesélnek 
el. Az állatok hétköznapjainak eseményeit legfontos-
abb adataikat bemutató névjegyük egészíti ki. Emellett 
feltárulnak előtted különleges szokásaik mozgatórugói. 
Európában járva többek között választ kaphatsz arra: 
Miért csíkosak a vadmalacok? Hol telelnek a csigák? 
Hogyan jeleznek egymásnak a mormoták?
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A Pillanatképek a vadonból című sorozat segítségév-
el képzeletbeli utazást tehetsz a világ hét kontin-
ensére. A színpompás festményeken és mókás ké-
peken megelevenednek az erdőkben, a vizekben és a 
nyílt vidékeken élő vadállatok mindennapi kalandjai, 
amelyeket lebilincselően érdekes, rövid történetek 
mesélnek el. Az állatok hétköznapjainak eseményeit 
legfontosabb adataikat bemutató névjegyük egészíti 
ki. Emellett feltárulnak előtted különleges szokásaik 
mozgatórugói. Észak- és Dél-Amerikában járva töb-
bek között választ kaphatsz arra: Miért puszilgatják 
egymást a prérikutyák? Mennyit iszik a gödény? 
Hogyan mászik ki a vízből a rozmár?

10710ISBN 978 615 5168 87 1
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•  Gripping, concise and scientifically valid stories   
    in a snapshot-like form
•  Informative databanks on the species’ features
•  Clear-cut maps
•  Realistic and artistic illustrations mixed with   
    cartoon-like, humorous drawings

The individual volumes of the series present 26 animals that are 
most typical of a given continent, with one volume concentrat-
ing specifically on the prehistoric continents. The volumes are 
divided into three chapters based on the habitats of the species 
– that is, Forest residents, Open landers, and Water lovers. Within 
the chapters, every two pages specify one species, featuring a 
scientifically valid, snapshot-like story, an intriguing question 
and its answer, and the daily routine and the databank of the 
species covering the most important features of the species.

The daily routine of the animals in catchwords
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NEW SERIES

• 3 titles
• 64 pages
• Hardcover
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages 5+

A series of fun, awareness-raising books 
for infant and primary school children

Why don’t the lions escape from the zoo? Why does the boa need to be measured? When do bats go to sleep? What time do 
the gardeners start work in the zoo? How is a giraffe transported? This picture book answers countless questions and shows the 
enthralling world of the modern zoo through eye-catching illustrations. Young readers can learn about the daily routine and the 
living spaces of the zoo animals, as well as the work of the keepers. Brief descriptions of species help build children’s knowledge 
of natural science.  

Look 
Around!

INDIANELEPHANT

cmyk nézz körül – állatkert – fedél
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This richly illustrated volume presents the exciting world of contemporary 
zoological gardens through answering various intriguing questions about 

zoo animals and their keepers. Young readers can learn about the animals’ 
routine and habitat, while getting to know the ins and outs of the keepers’ 
work. Short descriptions of each species are also included that are designed 
to provide the little ones with valuable scientific knowledge. Activities in each 
section provide children with more information about a particular species. 
At the end of this zoological journey, young readers can find an entertaining 
board game for two.

What do butterflies eat? Where do turtles sleep?

ISBN 978 615 5370 14 4
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?     Who named the python in the zoo?       What colour is a polar bear?

Look Around! In the ZOO
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?   What should you wear in the butterfly garden?   Why does a python need
 to
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Evening sle
ep

Ida’s d
ay

Early m
orning exercises 

for the new day 

Midday hunt th
e water m

elon. 

There’s o
ne hidden some-

where for Id
a to find! 

Mid morning check-up 

with the vet  

Afternoon splash in the pool  

look_around_in_the_zoo_cover.indd   1 2014.02.18.   10:55
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COMING SOON

•  Fun descriptions full of information 
•  Fascinating facts, exciting connections 
•  Interactive puzzles, playful activities, indoor games  
•  Attractive illustrations, explanatory drawings

Interesting information about countries, lands, 
peoples and customs – as seen through the eyes 
of the children who live there.

This unusual storybook shows the 
adventurous life, good and bad habits, 
and the most characteristic qualities of 
classic fairy tale heroes.
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NEW SERIES

• 5 titles
• 32 pages
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages: 6+

• 14 stories in each volumes
• Concise and straightforward, yet imaginative   
   language for easy comprehension
• Creative activities that further the under- 
   standing of each story
• Cartoon-like illustrations and demonstrative  
   drawings
• Biblical messages that provide guidance for  
   children

The volumes narrate sometimes joyful, sometimes moving, but al-
ways encouraging Biblical stories. The personal tone and immediate 
style, paired up with creative ideas, contribute to the deeper compre-
hension of the presented narratives. Moreover, the stories, helping to 
improve reading comprehension skills, are also designed to develop 
children’s emotional intelligence. 
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The series of books entitled The Ark was written for infant and primary school 
children. The first volume brings to life the Bible stories of the creation of the 

world: the birth of Adam and Eve, and the building of Noah’s Ark and the Tower of 
Babel. The messages of the Old Testament are told in a story-like way with attractive 
illustrations to spark the imagination of children. The books also include games 
closely related to the content, exciting experiments and creative handicraft activities 
for children.

The First Rainbow
Stories from the Old Testament for Children

“Once, a very, very long time ago, perhaps 
hundreds of thousands or even billions of years 
ago, there was nothing at all… There was no 
time and there were no people, no grown-ups, 
and no girls and boys. Even the world did not 
exist. Only God knew the endless emptiness…”
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Biblical lessons with entertaining games, 
interesting experiments, and DIY ideas.

The First 

Rainbow
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world: the birth of Adam and Eve, and the building of Noah’s Ark and the Tower of 
Babel. The messages of the Old Testament are told in a story-like way with attractive 
illustrations to spark the imagination of children. The books also include games 
closely related to the content, exciting experiments and creative handicraft activities 
for children.

The First Rainbow
Stories from the Old Testament for Children

“Once, a very, very long time ago, perhaps 
hundreds of thousands or even billions of years 
ago, there was nothing at all… There was no 
time and there were no people, no grown-ups, 
and no girls and boys. Even the world did not 
exist. Only God knew the endless emptiness…”
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Biblical lessons with entertaining games, 
interesting experiments, and DIY ideas.

The First 
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COMING SOON

NEW SERIES

• 3 titles
• 48 pages
• 185 mm x 240 mm
• Ages: 4+

Our “HOW” series lets children learn about the world through 
playful riddles, games, and experiments. This volume of 
the series guides the young readers to enchanting fields of 
interests by presenting the means of casting various playful 
“spells” around them. The little ones can learn about basic 
facts of physics, chemistry, and biology through the compact, 
yet intriguing and entertaining, experiments demonstrated 
and illustrated in the volume.

Our “HOW” series lets children learn about the world 

through playful riddles, games, and experiments. 

This volume of the series guides the young readers 

to enchanting fields of interest by presenting the 

means of casting various playful “spells” around 

them. The little ones can learn about basic facts of 

physics, chemistry, and biology through the compact, 

yet intriguing and entertaining, experiments 

demonstrated and illustrated in the volume.

Our “HOW” series lets children learn about the world 

through playful riddles, games, and experiments. 

This volume of the series guides the young readers 

to majestic new fields of interest by presenting the 

means of casting various playful “spells” around 

them. The little ones can learn about basic facts of 

physics, chemistry, and biology through the compact, 

yet intriguing and entertaining, experiments 

Our “HOW” series lets children learn about the world 

through playful riddles, games, and experiments. 

This volume of the series guides the young readers 

to majestic new fields of interest by presenting the 

means of casting various playful “spells” around 

them. The little ones can learn about basic facts of 

physics, chemistry, and biology through the compact, 

yet intriguing and entertaining, experiments 

• Phrasing and content appropriate for the target age
• The experiments use everyday tools and materials
• Entertaining, tested experiments
• Understandable illustrations that feature adorable  
   characters
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COMING SOON

NEW SERIES

• 6 titles
• 48 pages
• 147 mm x 200 mm
• Ages 5+

• Easy-to-read text
• Ideal for parents to read with young children,  
   and for older children to read independently
• Funny and charming stories
• Expressive and appealing illustrations

• Paws and the Forest Bandits  
• Paws’s Birthday
• Paws and the Urchins 
• Paws and the Little Star
• Paws and the Bear Circus

Paws, Bamboo, Morose, Buzz, and Rusty join up on an adventure once again, provid-
ing parents with tales to read for youngsters, and giving older children many stories for 
independent reading. The five characters we already know and love prove their merit in 
various problematic situations. Despite their tasks always being difficult, the friends fig-
ure out the best solution for the arising problems, for instance, raising a cuckoo, saving 
a timid piggy-bank from the kidnappers, or driving a little star back to the Milky-Way.
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Five dear friends live in the middle of 

the enchanted wood: Paws, the happy 
puppy; Bamboo, the oversized hound; Morose, 

the ill-tempered cat; Buzz, the bee and Rusty, the 
strongest boar in all of the forest.

You might think our friends do nothing all day, but 
play hide-and-seek and other games underneath the 

leafy forest trees.

Which would probably be true, were it not for an 
abandoned bird’s egg Paws finds right on his door-

step? 

This changes everything... Except our 
friends’ happy and inventive nature 

that helps them overcome every 
obstacle and challenge…

Kklubm_kakukk_fedel_EN.indd   1 9/16/13   11:05 AM

book club tales
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• 48 pages
• Hardcover
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages 8+

• Paws and the Forest Bandits  
• Paws’s Birthday
• Paws and the Urchins 
• Paws and the Little Star
• Paws and the Bear Circus

One fine day the hero of our story, Edgar the curi-
ous little mouse, can’t get into his cosy home, the 
pumpkin house. The key he is trying to open the 
door with won’t turn the lock. As he is stuck out-
side, he takes his leftover peanut butter sandwich 
out of his bag. And what luck! He finds his key to 
the door there, too. But whose can the other key 
be? Puzzled, Edgar puts the seemingly useless 
key into his pocket and gives it away to his friend 
Bunny the next day. Before long his friend goes on 
a journey and also takes the mysterious key. The 
following day Edgar finds a locked red chest in the 
garden of the pumpkin house. Who put that there 
and what is in it? The little mouse is eager to get 
to the bottom of the mystery and sets off to find 
Bunny...
Follow this exciting story full of twists in marve-
lously painted, delightful settings. 

cmyk edgár élete – fedél EN

Edgar’s life 
The Adventures of a Little Mouse

One fine day the hero of our story, Edgar the curious little mouse, can’t get into 
his cosy home, the pumpkin house. The key he is trying to open the door 

with won’t turn the lock. As he is stuck outside, he takes his leftover peanut butter 
sandwich out of his bag. And what luck! He finds his key to the door there, too. But 
whose can the other key be? Puzzled, Edgar puts the seemingly useless key into 
his pocket and gives it away to his friend Bunny the next day. Before long his friend 
goes on a journey and also takes the mysterious key. The following day Edgar finds a 
locked red chest in the garden of the pumpkin house. Who put that there and what is 
in it? The little mouse is eager to get to the bottom of the mystery and sets off to find 
Bunny...

Follow this exciting story full of twists in marvellously painted, 
delightful settings.

10 396
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COMING SOON
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COMING SOON

• 128 pages
• Hardcover
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages 6+

Faybellina comes from a family of wordweav-
ing fairies. She’s an old fairy now and all she 
does is weave words into tales and turn yarn 
into well-spun stories. When she has woven 
a tale, she flies off to the attic of an old house 
and pops it in the drainpipe. Then, one fine 
summer’s morning, a terrible thing happens. 
The word-loom gets stuck. The children wait 
and wait in vain, but no more stories come 
– that is until Faybellina and her friends, the 
elves, find the key to the problem. From that 
moment on new, fabulous tales of fairies and 
elves enter the realm of stories.

By living through the chronicle of saving the 
tales and the adventures in the other chap-
ters of the book, children learn human values, 
such as joy, helpfulness and community spirit, 
which help to develop a well-balanced, happy 
personality. Superbly painted illustrations and 
notes from Faybellina’s diary about the mys-
terious life of fairies ideally complement the 
story’s magical world.

cmyk Fonella – fedél EN
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Faybellina,
the wordweaving fairy 

F aybellina comes from a family of wordweaving fairies. She’s an old fairy 

now and all she does is weave words into tales and turn yarn into well-spun 

stories. When she has woven a tale, she flies off to the attic of an old house 

and pops it in the drainpipe. Then, one fine summer’s morning, a terrible 

thing happens. The word-loom gets stuck. The children wait and wait in vain, 

but no more stories come – that is until Faybellina and her friends, the elves, 

find the key to the problem. From that moment on new, fabulous tales of 

fairies and elves enter the realm of stories.

By living through the chronicle of saving the tales and the adventures in 

the other chapters of the book, children learn human values, such as joy, 

helpfulness and community spirit, which help to develop a well-balanced, 

happy personality. Superbly painted illustrations and notes from Faybellina’s 

diary about the mysterious life of fairies ideally complement the story’s 

magical world.

Faybel l ina
the      Wordweaving Fairy
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• 64 pages
• Hardcover
• 213 mm x 275 mm
• Ages 6+

Once upon a time a snail invited a ladybird to come 
and visit. But there was only room for one snail in its 
spiral house, so no matter how the ladybird tried; 
she couldn’t get through the door. “I’ll move aside,” 
the snail told his friend, but every time he did the 
house moved with him. Like this story of the snail 
and the ladybird, the tales in this book tell children 
about knotty problems and how to unravel them. 
The main characters are familiar figures from the 
world of children’s stories, animals that behave like 
people, but there are others, too, like the ambitious 
snowflake and the postman who always says no. 
The point of each well-crafted, little story inspires 
thought among both children and adults who en-
joy reading tales.

56 57

Once upon a time there was an old king called 

Puff, who had a large moustache and an 

oversized belly. And why was his belly so very big 

and round? Well, because he ate heaps of his 

favourite, scrumptious cream puffs. Of course, it 

didn’t help that he sat around all day, only moving 

from one throne to another. And when he didn’t sit, 

the King would take a nap in the shade of the vine 

trellis. Her Majesty the Queen was often annoyed 

about this and scolded His Majesty the King.  

“Fie, Your Majesty, my King Puff! All I do from 

morning till night is sew back the silver and gold 

buttons that keep popping off Your Majesty’s regal 

trousers! Your belly is puffed up like a balloon. It 

used to be as flat as a pancake, but now it is the size 

of a huge beach ball.”

On hearing this, King Puff flew into a tantrum 

and he said, stamping his feet: 

“What did you say? My tummy a beach ball? 

Fiddlesticks! It is just the size a royal belly ought to 

be, no bigger and no smaller. Should it look like a 

rake handle? That would be a disgrace!” retorted 

the King.

And to quell his anger, he wolfed down three 

platefuls of cream puffs.

and the Die tKing Puff

Kuckomesek_forgato_EN.indd   56-57 2/5/14   1:50 PM
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